Savings with Document Review
• The Philippines receives needed
government funds through the collection
of duties and taxes. Documents must be
reviewed for compliance and accuracy.
Without this review the various
government agencies will find fault with
documents. This usually results in an
increase in the import costs.
• Import documents must be consistent in
reference to document information.
• The Bill of Lading (BL), Commercial
Invoice (CI), and Packing List must be
prepared with consideration for the
Philippine importation process.
• Nomenclature used for the cargo, if
reviewed can save a substantial amount
of money.
• The following examples will outline the
major problems. It must be noted that it
would be difficult to example every
commercial situation that would result in
a cost savings. MOF Subic has been very
successful with this type of assistance.
Our relationship and experience with
customs will definitely make a difference
on your project

• What we would like to introduce as an important
procedure in documentation is the "REVIEW
PROCESS" which enables us to specifically determine
with correctness the appropriate tariff classification of
the imported items and recommend items description
in tariff terms suited to a lower rate of duty;
• In the review process we can avoid customs
examiner from reclassifying the imported items and
upgrading the tariff duty rate as shown in the data
resulting to difference as additional duty & tax due.
Likewise, you will notice that there is an increase in
dutiable value which is the Duty base and the landed
cost which is the VAT base;
• As illustrated on the Spreadsheet Data I the
resultant difference between 3% rate of duty and 10%
rate of duty results into an additional Duty of PHP
3,881,370.58 and VAT of PHP 388,137.06 or a total of
PHP 4,269,507.64 duty & tax equivalent to 58%
variance. Also, on Spreadsheet Data II the difference
between 3% and 20% rate of duty results into an
additional Duty of PHP 9,426,185.69 and VAT of PHP
942,618.57 or a total of PHP 10,368,804.26 duty & tax
equivalent to 140% variance.
• Customs had the disposition to impose penalty of
one time (100%) duty or twice (200%) duty depending
on the value difference of that which is declared
against actual customs findings.

